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[Our] “ business model is entirely based on ability to move products, people & ideas around
Europe without restriction”1

“Tariff barriers would mean higher costs and higher prices and we cannot assume that the
UK would be granted free trade with Europe from outside the EU”2

“membership of the UK’s most important trading market is critical to the economic security
of the country, investment and jobs” 3

“It cannot make any sense [to leave the EU] . Yes there are absolutely some rules and
regulations, in the minutiae, that are difficult to take, particularly if you’re from Britain,
which was, after all, this island state for years…but I don’t think that’s a reason to turn your
back on your largest trading partner.”4

“We are a company with a strong heritage in the UK and on the Continent. There would be
a real break between the two, which would affect freedom of movement of staff, trade – we
would be impacted. There will be a path of divergence, and that will have all sorts of
inefficiencies. That’s not good for companies like ours that thrive by there being no barriers.
That is a fundamental economic aspect of it.”5

[It is] “staggering to suggest that the UK should leave the single market”6

“Our position on the UK referendum is that Vodafone's customers, employees and
shareholders would be better off if Britain remains in the EU. We also believe that the EU
- with the UK as a member - must continue to improve its way of working to facilitate more
economic activity, jobs and wealth for EU citizens while also, of course, safeguarding
freedom and peace across Europe.”7
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How will a Brexit impact on the Northern Irish Economy?

A Brexit will impact negatively on the Northern Irish economy. The close economic and trade linkages with
the Southern Irish economy will be damaged by the likely barriers that will be erected between the two parts
of the Island. The dependency of Northern Ireland for a significant proportion of its trade on the Irish
Republic clearly exacerbates the potential problem. 

Economists across the two islands believe that Northern Ireland will be the most harshly impacted region
of the UK arising from a Brexit. The new Broad Economy Sales and Exports Survey (NISRA, 2015) estimates
that total exports (goods and services) from Northern Ireland in 2014 were £9.7bn. Of this, 60 per cent is
accounted for by goods and services in the Manufacturing sector. Overall 56 per cent of goods and services
exports go to the EU and two thirds of all EU exports are bound for the Republic of Ireland.8

On a recent trip to Northern Ireland, British Chancellor George Osborne warned that a Brexit would result
in a “profound economic shock” to the Northern Irish economy which would also “spill over” and affect the
Republic’s economy.

The Chancellor cited the analysis as indicating that a leave vote would cause unemployment to rise by 14,000
in Northern Ireland over two years if the UK opted to leave the European Union, with a 2,000 rise in youth
unemployment figures.

The Chancellor also indicated that the impact of a profound shock upon leaving the European Union could
equate to a £1.3 billion reduction in the size of the Northern Irish economy by 2018, with house prices falling
by £18,000 over the same period.9

Will my Job Security be challenged by a Brexit?

Economists agree that Northern Ireland jobs are likely to be more at risk than jobs in other regions of the
UK.

While Northern Ireland constitutes just under 3 per cent of the total UK population, it is likely to be the
region most affected by a UK exit from the EU. Northern Ireland is the most peripheral region of the United
Kingdom both geographically and politically and it is also the only region to share a land border with the
EU.10

Is a Brexit a divisive issue across the community?

A Brexit from a business and a job perspective is almost universally advocated against. When Londonderry
Chamber of Commerce polled its members on the issue recently, it found 86 per cent support for staying in
the EU.11
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Will a Brexit impact on the agricultural sector?

Agriculture, and its trade with the Republic, is the most important industry for Northern Ireland. In the
event of a Brexit it will suffer in terms of the border, potential regulatory divergence over time, the more
volatile sterling movement, as well as the loss, potentially without replacement, of the EU subsidies currently
heavily supporting the Northern Irish economy.

EU Commissioner Phil Hogan has pointed out that for every £10 of income from farming in Northern
Ireland, £8.70 of it flowed from EU subsidies. The agriculture sector in Northern Ireland is, as a result,
hugely exposed to the results of a Brexit.12

Will a Brexit impact on trade with the Republic of Ireland?

Most commentators agree that a Brexit would seriously damage North-South trade, as well as the economies
in both parts of the Island.

The deepening of the economic ties between the North and South has made marked progress since the
Anglo-Irish Agreement thirty years ago. The Republic is Northern Ireland’s biggest external trading partner,
accounting for about half its total trade with the EU. Official UK trade data for the year to September 2015
show the province exported £2.1bn of goods and services south of the border and imported £1.6bn.13

Chancellor George Osborne has argued that it is “inevitable that there would be changes to border
arrangements” and has stated that in the event of a Brexit, maintaining the Common Travel Area with the
Republic “would undermine the UK’s ability to halt the free movement of people from other parts of the
European Union, as the Leave campaign proposes”. 14

Drawing on estimates from the OECD, the Chancellor argued that crossing a customs border, documentation
and other delays can increase transport costs of trade by up to 24% of goods online.

How should I vote then?

Only you can decide and that’s how it should be. All we know is how a Brexit might affect the business
environment. What is most important is that you do vote on 23rd June and have your say. The result will
have a very real impact on your future and your family’s future.15
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